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2 J. SOTOMAYOR ET AL.The conict set C(A1; A2) between A1 and A2 is de�ned byC(A1; A2) = fp; d(p;A1) = d(p;A2)g;where d(p;A) = inffd(p; q); q 2 Ag. The set C(A1; A2) is also viewed as the commonboundary between the territory of A1 relative to A2, de�ned byTerr(A1; A2) = fp; d(p;A1) < d(p;A2)g;and Terr(A2; A1), which is the territory of A2 relative to A1.The set C(A1; A2) is also called the bisector or the equidistant set between A1and A2 [7].In this paper we consider only the case where Ai are convex closed sets, with disjointinteriors and smooth regular boundaries Bi = @Ai of class Ck, k � 2. Assume thatthe surfaces Bi are oriented by their unit normal vector �elds Ni, pointing towards theinterior of Ai.To each point p on the closed set Ei = R3n Int(Ai), we associate its projection�i(p) = pi onto Bi, characterized byd(p;Ai) = h�i(p)� p;Ni(�i(p))i:>From the tubular neighborhood properties and the convexity hypothesis, it followsthat �i is a retraction of class Cr�1 of a neighborhood of Ei onto Bi; see [6], Vol. 1.Therefore C = C(A1; A2), is de�ned implicitly by the zero level set of the functionc(p) = d(p;A2) � d(p;A1);which is regular of class Cr�1 and satis�esrc(p) = N1(�1(p))� N2(�2(p)):It is clear that this regularity property fails if the convexity and disjointness hypothe-ses are not imposed.In this paper the conict surface C will be oriented by the unit normal N , along rc,i.e. pointing from A2 towards A1:N = jN1(�1(p)) �N2(�2(p))j�1[N1(�1(p)) �N2(�2(p))]:To simplify the notation write �(V ) = jV j�1V for the normalization of a nonvanishingvector V . Therefore, N = �(N1(�1(p)) �N2(�2(p))):A positive moving frame attached to C is therefore given by fT1; T2; Ng, where:T1 = ��N1(�1(p)) +N2(�2(p))�;T2 = ��N1(�1(p)) ^N2(�2(p))�:Notice that the vector �elds Ti are singular at points p of the closed set M =M (A1; A2), where N1(�1(p)) + N2(�2(p)) = 0, which occurs when the distance fromC to Ai, r(p) = d(p;A1) = d(p;A2);is minimal, assuming the value dm = 12d(A1; A2). Under the condition of strict convexityof Bi at points of the sets �i(M ), M reduces to a unique point pm.



CURVATURES OF CONFLICT SURFACES 3Recall that strict convexity of Bi at pi means that DNi is an automorphism of thetangent space TBi, with the usual identi�cation of the tangent space TBi at pi with thatof the unit sphere TS2, at Ni(pi). In terms of the principal curvatures ki1 � ki2, which arethe eigenvalues of �DNi, the condition of strict convexity (resp. convexity) means thatboth are positive (resp. non-negative). In terms of the Gaussian curvatureKi = ki1:ki2 = det(�DNi);this means that Ki > 0 (resp. Ki � 0). Recall also that the mean curvature of Bi is givenby Hi = 12 trace(�DNi) = 12(ki1 + ki2):The expression U i = 12�ki2 � ki1� = p(Hi)2 �Ki;also called skew curvature, whose zeros locate the umbilic points of the surface, will bealso of later of use here.Theorem 1 of this paper establishes expressions for the Gaussian and mean curvaturesof the surface C = C(A1; A2). These results can be regarded as the starting step for theinvestigation of the principal con�guration of C [4]. Recall that this con�guration isde�ned by the principal curvatures, the umbilic points, the �elds of principal directions(which are the eigenspaces of �DNi), and their integral curves (including the periodicprincipal lines). The location of umbilic points and the slope of principal directions onCnM is established in Corollary 3. Initial results on the Darbouxian type of the umbilicpoints on M = M (A1; A2) are established in Section 3.A complete study of the dependence on Bi of the principal con�guration on conictsurfaces will not be carried out in this work. However, the curvature formulas of this paperare expressed in terms of some elements of the principal con�gurations of the surfaces Bi.Global topological properties of conict sets, such as their connectivity, have beenstudied in [7]. The basic smoothness and curvature expressions of the conict curve forconvex sets in the plane have been established in [3], where interesting connections withEuclidean geometry of conics can also be found.Acknowledgements. This work was prepared with the partial support from CNPq,FINEP and FUNAPE.2. Curvatures of conict surfaces. Let p 2 CnM be such that pi = �i(p) arenon-umbilic points in Bi. Let fEi1; Ei2; Nig be positive principal frames on Bi around pi.This means that DNi:Eij = �kijEij;where ki1 < ki2, i = 1; 2, are the principal curvatures of Bi. Denote by �i the anglebetween the vectors Ei1 and F i1 = �(D�i(p)T1). Write� ig = � ig(�i) = (ki2 � ki1) sin�i cos�ifor the geodesic torsion along the unit vector F i1 on Bi.



4 J. SOTOMAYOR ET AL.Write kin = kin(�i) = ki1 cos2(�i) + ki2 sin2(�i);which, by Euler's formula, is the normal curvature of Bi in the direction of F i1 =�(D�i(p)T1).Similarly, the normal curvature of Bi in the direction of F i2 = �(D�i(p)T2) is given bykin? = kin?(�i) = kin��i + �2� = ki2 sin2(�i) + ki1 cos2(�i):Denote by Ari the convex set of points at distance r � 0 from Ai; its border isthe surface Bri obtained by moving each point pi on Bi to �r(pi) = pi � rNi(pi). Byrestriction, �i de�nes the di�eomorphism (�r)�1 of Bri onto Bi and, by composition, itde�nes the retraction �ri = �i � (�r)�1 onto Bri .The principal frames fEi1; Ei2; Nig on Bi are parallel translated along the normalsto principal frames on Bri . This follows from the fact that �r preserves the principaldirection �elds as well as the umbilic points. The principal curvatures however changeinto kij(r) = kij1+rkij , [6], Vol. 3.The above expressions for � ig , kin and kin? on Bi, being de�ned in terms of principalcurvatures, can be obviously modi�ed to be valid on Bri and denoted respectively by� ig(r), kin(r) and kin?(r). For instance:� ig(r) = � ig(r; �i) = (ki2(r)� ki1(r)) sin�i cos�i;kin(r) = ki1(r) cos2(�i) + ki2(r) sin2(�i);kin?(r) = ki2(r) sin2(�i) + ki1(r) cos2(�i):Denote by � the angle between Ni and T1. For future reference, notice thatsin� = 12 ��N1(�1(p)) �N2(�2(p))�� = hF 11 ; T1i = hF 21 ; T1i:Theorem 1. Let Ki = Ki(r) = ki1(r)ki2(r), Hi = Hi(r) = 12(ki1(r) + ki2(r)) andU i = U i(r) = 12(ki2(r)� ki1(r)), where kij(r) = kij1+rkij .a) The Gaussian curvature of the conict surface C is given byK = 12h12(K1 +K2)�H1H2 + cos(2(�2 � �1))U1U2i:b) The mean curvature of the conict surface C is given byH = �1 + sin2 �4 sin2 � �h(H1 �H2) + � cos2 �1 + sin2 ���cos(2�1)U1 � cos(2�2)U2�i:The proof of this theorem will follow from the next proposition.Proposition 2. With the above notation, at points of CnMDN:T1 = sin�2 �k2n(r)� k1n(r)�T1 + 12��2g (r)� �1g (r)�T2;DN:T2 = 12[�2g (r)� �1g (r)]T1 + 12 sin��k2n?(r)� k1n?(r)�T2:



CURVATURES OF CONFLICT SURFACES 5P r o o f. The conclusion follows from the calculation of the inner products inDN (T1) = hDN (T1); T1iT1 + hDN (T1); T2iT2;DN (T2) = hDN (T2); T1iT1 + hDN (T2); T2iT2:Di�erentiation of N gives:DN = DN1:D�r1 �DN2:D�r22 sin� + 2D�(sin�)�1�:�N1(�r1(p)) �N2(�r2(p))�:This shows that for the present analysis the contribution of the second term is null.The basis fT1; T2g on C projects along �ri onto the orthonormal bases fF i1; F i2g on Bri .Calculation shows that fF 11 = v(N2 � hN1; N2iN1); F 12 = T2g;fF 21 = v(�N1 + hN1; N2iN2); F 22 = T2g:Therefore, D�ri (T1) = sin�F i1 and D�ri (T2) = F i2:The bases Ei and F i are related byF i1 = cos(�i)Ei1 + sin(�i)Ei2; F i2 = � sin(�i)Ei1 + cos(�i)Ei2;DNi:D�ri (T1) = sin�DNi�cos(�i)Ei1 + sin(�i)Ei2�= sin��cos(�i)DNi(Ei1) + sin(�i)DNi(Ei2)�= sin���ki1(r) cos(�i)Ei1 � ki2(r) sin(�i)Ei2�= sin���ki1(r) cos(�i)[cos(�i)F i1 � sin(�i)F i2]� ki2(r) sin(�i)[cos(�i)F i1 + sin(�i)F i2]	= sin��[�ki1(r) cos2(�i)� ki2(r) sin2(�i)]F i1+ [(ki1(r)� ki2(r)) sin(�i) cos(�i)]F i2	= sin��[�kin(r)]F i1 + [�� ig(r)]F i2	:Analogously,DNi:D�ri (T2) = DNi �cos��i + �2�Ei1 + sin��i + �2�Ei2�= �ki1(r) sin(�i)Ei1 � ki2(r) cos(�i)Ei2�= �ki1(r) sin(�i)[cos(�i)F i1 � sin(�i)F i2]� ki2(r) cos(�i)[sin(�i)F i1 + cos(�i)F i2]	= �ki1(r) sin(�i) cos(�i)F i1 � ki1(r) sin2(�i)F i2� ki2(r) cos(�i) sin(�i)F i1 � ki2(r) cos2(�i)F i2	= �[(ki1(r) � ki2(r)) sin(�i) cos(�i)]F i1� [ki1(r) sin2(�i) + ki2(r) cos2(�i)]F i2	= �[�� ig(r)]F i1 � [kin?(r)]F i2	:Therefore,DN (T1) = sin�2 sin��[�k1n(r)F 11 � �1g (r)F 12 ]� [�k2n(r)F 21 � �2g (r)F 22 ]	



6 J. SOTOMAYOR ET AL.= 12�[k2n(r)F 21 � k1n(r)F 11 ] + [�2g (r)]F 22 � [�1g (r)F 12 ]	;DN (T2) = 12 sin��[��1g (r)]F 11 � [k1n?(r)]F 12 + [�2g (r)]F 21 + [k2n?(r)]F 22	= 12 sin��[k2n?(r)F 22 � k1n?(r)F 12 ] + [�2g (r)]F 21 � [�1g (r)]F 11	:Performing the inner products, taking into account thatsin� = cos��2 � �� = hF 11 ; T1i = hF 21 ; T1i;�nishes the proof.Remar k 1. Notice that the proof of the last proposition uses only the principalframes at points (and not on open sets) of Bi. Therefore the calculations for DN holdalso at points of CnM whose projections on either one (or both) of the surfaces Bi areumbilic points, in that case the corresponding expressions � ig(r) vanish. Proposition 4 willdeal with a preliminary analysis of the case of points on M , where T1 and the angles �iare not de�ned.P r o o f o f T h e o r em 1.a) The Gaussian curvature of C is given by det(�DN ). Therefore, taking into accountthatk2n(r) = H2 � U2 cos 2�2; k1n(r) = H1 � U1 cos 2�1; k2n?(r) = H2 + U2 cos 2�2;k1n?(r) = H1 + U1 cos 2�1; �2g (r)� �1g (r) = U2 sin 2�2 � U1 sin 2�1and (U i)2 = (Hi)2 �Ki;we obtain K = 14�[k2n(r)� k1n(r)][k2n?(r) � k1n?(r)]� [�2g (r)� �1g (r)]2	= 14�(H2 � U2 cos 2�2)� (H1 � U1 cos 2�1)][(H2 + U2 cos 2�2)� (H1 + U1 cos 2�1)]� [U2 sin 2�2 � U1 sin 2�1]2	= 12h12(K1 + K2)�H1H2 + cos(2(�2 � �1))U1U2i:b) The mean curvature is given by trace(�12DN ).>From the relationsk2n(r) � k1n(r) = H2 �H1 + U1 cos 2�1 � U2 cos 2�2;and k2n?(r) � k1n?(r) = H2 �H1 + U2 cos 2�2 � U1 cos 2�1;we deduce using also the expressions in part a) thatH = �14�sin�[k2n(r) � k1n(r)] + 1sin� [�(r; k2n?)� �(r; k1n?)]	= �1 + sin2 �4 sin2 � �h(H1 �H2) + � cos2 �1 + sin2 ��(cos(2�1)U1 � cos(2�2)U2)i:



CURVATURES OF CONFLICT SURFACES 7Corollary 3.1) The point p 2 CnM is umbilic if and only if � = 	 = 0, where� = [�2g (r)� �1g (r)] = U2 sin 2�2 � U1 sin 2�1;	 = sin2 �[k2n(r)� k1n(r)]� [k2n?(r)� k1n?(r)]= (H2 �H1) cos2 �+ (1 + sin2 �)(U1 cos 2�1 � U2 cos 2�2)= (3� cos 2�)2 h(H1 �H2) (1 + cos 2�)(3� cos 2�) + (U1 cos 2�1 � U2 cos 2�2)i:2) The principal directions at a non-umbilic point p in CnM are characterized by thecondition of making an angle � with T1, given bytan 2� = 2[�2g (r) � �1g (r)] sin�sin2 �[k2n(r)� k1n(r)]� [k2n?(r)� k1n?(r)] = 2� sin�	 :P r o o f. Immediate from Proposition 1.Proposition 4. Assume that p = pm 2 M and that pi = �i(p) are non-umbilicpoints in Bi. The normal curvature kn = kn(�) of C in the direction of an angle �i withthe �rst vector of the parallel basis fEi1; Ei2; Nig is given bykn(�) = �12h k2n(�2)1 + rk2n(�2) � k1n(�1)1 + rk1n(�1)i:P r o o f. Similar to that of Proposition 1, replacing the frame fT1; T2; Ng by anytangent frame to C at p.R emar k 2. Taking into account that the two tangent frames di�er by an angle �,and therefore �2 = �1 + � the above equation can be simpli�ed to:kn(�) = �12h k2n(�1 + �)1 + rk2n(�1 + �) � k1n(�1)1 + rk1n(�1) i:Remar k 3. If both pi are umbilic then the point p = pm is umbilic, the other caseleading to umbilic points on M is when the principal frames at pi are parallel and theprincipal curvatures verify k22 � k12 = k21 � k11 = �k. The case k = 0 is studied in partialdetail in next section. Pertinent changes for k 6= 0 are made in Remark 4.3. An introduction to umbilics on conict surfaces. In this section it will beshown how to determine the Darbouxian type of an umbilic point pm 2 M . Recall from[1], [4], that this type, (D1, D2, D3), depends on the 3-jet of the surface at the point andit determines the behavior of lines of curvature near the umbilic point. To this end inwhat follows, the 3-jet of the conict surface at p, in Monge form will be calculated interms of the corresponding 3-jets of the surfaces B1 and B2 at p1 and p2.Let the convex surfaces B1 and B2 be locally given in Monge charts (x; y) and (u; v)by the graphs off1(x; y) = r + a2x2 + b2y2 + 16(a30x3 + 3a21x2y + 3a12xy2 + a30y3 + : : :);f2(u; v) = �r � a2u2 � b2v2 � 16(b30u3 + 3b21u2v + 3b12uv2 + b30v3 + : : :):



8 J. SOTOMAYOR ET AL.Let P = (X;Y; Z) be a point of R3. By the considerations above it follows thatp = (0; 0; 0) 2 C.The coordinate expressions of the second order jets at p of the projections �1(P )and �2(P ), with targets expressed in the Monge coordinates (x; y) and (u; v) will becomputed now.The projection �1(X;Y; Z) = (x; y), in coordinate expression, is de�ned implicitly bythe equations @F@x = @F@y = 0;where F (x; y;X; Y; Z) = d(P;B1)2 = (X � x)2 + (Y � y)2 + (Z � f1(x; y))2.By using the Implicit Function Theorem, after extensive calculation, it is obtainedthat the solution of the system of equations above is given byx = 11 + raX � ra302(1 + ra)3X2 � ra21(1 + rb)(1 + ra)2XY� ra122(1 + ra)(1 + rb)2Y 2 + a(1 + ra)2XZ + : : : ;y = 11 + rbY � ra212(1 + rb)(1 + ra)2X2 � ra12(1 + ra)(1 + rb)2XY� ra032(1 + rb)3Y 2 + b(1 + rb)2Y Z + : : : :Similarly, considering the functionG(x; y;X; Y; Z) = d(p;B2)2 = (X � u)2 + (Y � v)2 + (Z � f2)2;we obtain that the projection �2(X;Y; Z) = (u; v), in coordinate expression, is given byu = 11 + raX + rb302(1 + ra)3X2 + rb21(1 + rb)(1 + ra)2XY+ rb122(1 + ra)(1 + rb)2Y 2 � a(1 + ra)2XZ + : : : ;v = 11 + rbY + rb212(1 + rb)(1 + ra)2X2 + rb12(1 + ra)(1 + rb)2XY+ rb032(1 + rb)3Y 2 � b(1 + rb)2Y Z + : : : :Recall from the Introduction that the conict surface C is de�ned by the equationc(X;Y; Z) = d�(X;Y; Z); (u; v; f2(u; v))�� d�(X;Y; Z); (x; y; f1(x; y))� = 0;with (x; y) and (u; v) representing the projections �1(X;Y; Z) and �2(X;Y; Z), given bythe expressions above.An extensive calculation leads to the following expression for the 3-jet of the Mongerepresentation of C in a neighborhood of p = (0; 0; 0):Z = (a30 � b30)2(1 + ar)3 X36 + (a21 � b21)2(1 + br)(1 + ar)2 X2Y2+ (a12 � b12)2(1 + ar)(1 + br)2 XY 22 + (a03 � b03)2(1 + br)3 Y 36 + : : : :



CURVATURES OF CONFLICT SURFACES 9This follows by using the Implicit Function Theorem applied to the function c(X;Y; Z),and observing that c(0; 0; 0) = 0 and @c@Z (0; 0; 0) = 4r 6= 0.Since the Darbouxian type of the umbilic is de�ned by semialgebraic conditions onthe coe�cients of j3Z(0; 0), the behavior of lines of curvature near p can be expressed interms of the coe�cients of the 3-jets of the surfaces Bi at pi.R emar k 4. Under generic conditions on the coe�cients, the cubic form above de-termines the index (�12) as well as the singularity (hyperbolic, elliptic) and Darbouxian(D1, D2, D3) types of the umbilic of the conict surface C.In the example discussed above the caustic umbilic (on the focal surface) is located atin�nity. By taking a+k and b+k, k 6= 0, instead of a and b in f1 and keeping f2 unchanged,the caustic umbilic of the conict surface moves to (0; 0; 1k ). The index of the umbilic,as well as the Darbouxian and singularity types of the umbilic will be also determinedby the coe�cients of the cubic form, changed accordingly to the presence of constant k.The generic conditions referred invoked above are expressed by the non-vanishing of aquadratic form, for the index, to which the non-vanishing of pertinent cubic forms shouldbe added for the singularity and Darbouxian classi�cations [2].References[1] G. Darboux, Sur la forme des lignes de courbure dans le voisinage d'un ombilic, in: Le�conssur la th�eorie g�en�erale des surfaces, Vol. IV, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1896, 448{465.[2] I. R. Porteous, Geometric Di�erentiation for the Intelligence of Curves and Surfaces,Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1994.[3] D. Siersma, Properties of conict sets in the plane, this volume.[4] J. Sotomayor and C. Guti�errez, Structurally stable con�gurations of lines of principalcurvature, Ast�erisque 98{99 (1982), 195{215.[5] J. Sotomayor and C. Guti�errez, Lines of Curvature and Umbilic Points on Surfaces.Text of Course delivered at the XVIII Brazilian Mathematics Colloquium, IMPA, Rio deJaneiro, 1991.[6] M. Spivak, A Comprehensive Introduction to Di�erential Geometry, vols. 1, 3, Publish orPerish, Wilmington, 1979.[7] J. B. Wilker, Equidistant sets and their connectivity properties, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 47(1975), 446{452.


